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Abstract
Marine mines submerged in seawater or buried in beaches are a common danger in many areas
of the world. The majority of marine mines are composed of metal and explosive materials. A
novel scheme for detecting the location and depth of a metallic mine (modeled as a perfectly
conducting sphere and spheroid) in marine environment is presented. This technique takes into
account Eddy-Current Response (ECR) induced on the conducting marine mines as well as
Current-Channeling Response (CCR) associated with the perturbation of currents induced in the
conductive marine environment. It leverages on the unique electromotive force (EMF) induced
in a receiving coil through different orientations of a transmitting coil with respect to the marine
mine. Unlike conventional electromagnetic (EM) sensing apparatus which is used to carry out
the measurement at just one attitude at a fixed angle with respect to buried mine, our proposed
scheme consists of angular scanning via the symmetry axes of a concentric sensor over the
metallic mine in order to obtain a unique normalized induced voltage determining the mine’s
depth and location. Simulated results show that this technique has the potential of extending the
depth of detection range up to 2 meters away from the sensor as well as enhancing the accuracy
of detection in the conductive environment and sea water. The performance is superior to the
current method available for the same application.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Forward
A considerable amount of unexploded land mines and marine mines over 60 countries threaten
the mankind’s life [1-6]. To avoid maiming the innocent civilians in the contaminated areas, the
eradication of such mines has been investigated by many military organizations and
humanitarian agencies around the world while the disposal of marine mines are more arduous
and expensive than the same mines embedded in lands [7-12]. Recently what is more laborious is
not just to detect the unexploded ordnances, but to identify and discriminate them [13, 14]. Their
identification and discrimination would involve determining the depth, location and orientation
of buried mines [15-18]. Here were are going to utilize the conventional mine detectors (sensors)
in order to determine the location and depth of conducting marine mines.

1.2 Previous works and Existing Sensors
Several detection methods such as Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), metal detector and
Electromagnetic Induction (EMI) sensing have been found to explore and discriminate mines in
various environments and determine their depth [19-26].
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) and (GPR) are the two commonly used techniques in
this group. EIT uses electrical currents to image the conductivity distribution of the medium
under investigation [10, 11]. The technology is appropriate for detecting all types of mines.
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Moreover, it is especially well suited for mine detection in wet environments, because of the
enhanced conductivity of the moist substrate. The drawback of this technique referring to its low
penetration depth is still a big challenge for the detection of conventional marine mines [11].
GPR detects buried objects by emitting waves into the ground and then analyzing the return
signals generated by reflections of the waves at the boundaries of materials with different indices
of refraction caused by differences in electrical properties [22, 23]. The key point in this method
is that the lowest frequencies offer the best penetration, but a wideband technique appears to be
necessary in order to get the fine details. It is a well-known method especially for discerning
non-metallic landmine in shallow depth based on the dielectric contrast between soil and the
mine at the frequency range from 30 MHz to 6 GHz [22]. However it is very sensitive to the
soil’s moisture, the dielectric contrast between the various intermediate layered medium and the
roughness of the surface [23]. The drawbacks of GPR include the large size of its apparatus, its
complex operation and its low sensitivity compared to metal detectors [22]. In spite of its
penetration depth in dry soil which could be up to 15 m, it has a very low penetration depth of
few centimeters in moist soil and marine environments [28, 29]. The Generic algorithm with an
EM model fusion in microwave X-band demonstrates the complexity of GPR method proposed
to estimate the depth through segmenting a suspected region [16].
The basic metal detector used for mine detection measures the back-scattered portion of an
emitted electromagnetic field caused by the reflection of metallic objects inside the mine
embedded in the ground [16]. Some detectors create an image of the object being detected
instead of producing any audio signal. The currently commercially available detector is able to
detect and see metal parts of less than 1cm to a depth of 50cm [7]. The others are magnetic
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sensors and measure a magnetic field. Sending a current through a wire wrapped around a metal
rod or loop produces a magnetic field that penetrates the ground. The ground disrupts the
magnetic field, which is measured by the magnetometer.
Acoustic/seismic methods look for mines by vibrating them with sound or seismic waves that
are introduced into the ground. Materials with different properties vibrate differently when
exposed to sound waves [7]. Nowadays it is not a popular method owing to its considerable
defects such as not detecting mines buried deep underground because the resonate response
attenuates significantly with depth. In addition, it is also sensitive to heavy vegetation [9].
Electromagnetic Induction Spectroscopy (EMIS) is a relatively new method of classifying a
hidden metallic object, such as a landmine, based on its spectral response over a broad induction
bandwidth [14]. Most metal detectors can detect small metal pieces but cannot effectively
discriminate them from a landmine and false alarms due to clutters in the environment. False
alarms are an event caused by other metallic objects, soil moisture and reflections from
environment. A major research area is to develop discrimination capabilities [12]. When an
electrically conductive and/or magnetically permeable object; i.e., metals, ferrous or nonferrous,
is put in a time-varying EM field, a system of induced current flows through the object.
Afterwards, a small secondary magnetic field is generated and emanated from the induced
current [12, 14]. By observing this secondary field, the object can be detected. The key point in
this method is that one can measure the broadband spectrum of the secondary field and then can
obtain a distinct spectral signature that may identify the objects. Based on the response spectrum,
one can obtain the “fingerprint” of the object. This is the basic concept of EMIS [14].
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Recently, many researchers have applied low-frequency EMI sensing to determine the depth
and location of a metallic mine with concentric sensors [12, 17, 30-46]. In [39], it was shown
that the eigenvalues of magnetic polarizability tensor can be normalised with respect to the depth
of the unexploded ordnance (UXO) by applying a multiplicative scale factor at all frequencies. In
this method it would be necessary to have access to the library eigenvalues derived from the
unknown object after normalizing for the depth. Another method for the depth up to 2 m was
suggested on the basis of simplified analysis in which the depth of an object subjected to a
pulsed magnetic field can be determined from the ratio of voltages induced in two receiver coils,
irrespective of the object‘s size [38]. The induced eddy currents for the conducting spheres are
used to validate this method [43, 44].

1.3 Motivations of Thesis
The most common mines found in water are composed of metals and explosive [12]. In fact
due to the huge size of common marine mines, using the plastic mine is not applicable and
suitable. On the other hand, the small-size non-metallic mines are used for the anti-personal
mines to escape detection in lower depths. Actually some so-called “plastic mines” contain a
noticeable amount of metal [13, 14]. In the method proposed for the detection of metallic mine’s
depth in [38] the nonlinearity of the mine’s depth to the voltage ratio indicates two possible
depths, which would be time-consuming to overcome in real-time discrimination. So finding a
new technique in order to determine the depth and location of marine mine using the
conventional EM sensors, like GEM-3 and GEM-5, which are able to detect small-size metallic
mines can be considered as a significant motivation.
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1.4 Proposed System and Objectives of Thesis
Most of the conventional electromagnetic sensing apparatus with concentric sensors carry out
the measurements at just one altitude at a fixed angle at top of the surface in which the mine is
buried [14, 25, and 38]. In this research we are going to find a novel scheme to determine the
location and depth of perfectly conducting spherical and spheroidal mines embedded in marine
environment through the angular scanning of the transiting and receiving coil.
The conductive background medium is assumed to be homogenous with a uniform
conductivity σ s and the object is illuminated with a time-varying electromagnetic fields
emanating from the common suitable concentric sensors for underwater applications, e.g. GEM3 and GEM-5. The basis of our method is similar to the EMIS in which the broadband spectrum
of the secondary magnetic field is used to discriminate the types of mines via the concentric
sensors GEM-3 and GEM-5. Here, our scheme relies on the angular scanning of the same coils in
order to obtain a unique induced response at any specific depth and location.
Three different configurations of buried spheroidal mines as the representatives of common
deployments of marine mines will be discussed.

1.5 Contributions of Thesis
In this research a novel scheme to determine the location and depth of broad-range perfectly
conducting spherical and spheroidal mines embedded in marine environment is presented.
Through angular scanning we provide a practical approach to measure the Current-Channeling
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Response (CCR) especially over the range of depth for which it can exceed the Eddy-Current
Response (ECR), thus causing an increment in the detection range in the marine environment up
to about 2 meters away from the metallic mine.
The uniqueness of the normalized EMF pertaining to the induced voltage in the concentric
sensor through angular scanning with respect to the marine mine demonstrates how one can
discern the location of both spherical and spheroidal conducting mines at any specific depth.

1.6 Outlines of Thesis
In chapter 2, we first investigate Maxwell’s equations in order to derive the analytical solutions
for the electric and magnetic fields generated by the common concentric sensors which are
modeled as magnetic dipoles.
In chapter 3, an analysis of the depth-detection technique of spherical mines through separatedcoil system is shown. In this chapter we look for the analytical solution for Eddy-Current and
Current-Channeling separately by the spherical objects in the weakly conducting background
medium, and then we render a new method that causes an enhancement in the analytical solution
for finding the effect of Eddy-Current in the weakly conducting background medium.
In chapter 4, at first we compare the backscattered induced EMF response of a spheroid with a
sphere of the same radius and then the pertinent derivations for spheroidal mines with unified
coils are given in this section.
In chapter 5, the effectiveness of this scheme is presented through numerical results. We will
compare our proposed method with the previous one and will show its capability in the
background medium with bulk conductivity such as moist soil.
Subsequently, the conclusion is given in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Electromagnetic Induction Principles

The production of an electrical potential difference in a conductor situated in a changing
magnetic flux is considered as the concept of Electromagnetic induction response. In this
chapter, we are using Maxwell’s equations to derive the theory of induction responses of
conducting objects. The electromagnetic induction (EMI) sensor is used to excite the object. The
typical sensors such as GEM-3 and GEM-5 consist of coplanar concentric coils denoted as the
transmitting and receiving coils. In this chapter, a basic model is considered to demonstrate the
induction response. The spherical and spheroidal conducting objects will be investigated which
leads to a closed-form solutions of induction response in the concentric receiving coil and the
same conclusion regarding the contemporary wide range of landmines and sea mines. These
shapes can reveal the essential characteristics of induction response due to any arbitrarily-shaped
conducting objects.
Through the use of Maxwell’s equations, the problem of electromagnetic induction will be
investigated. At the first step the attributes of a simple source are extracted. Using the dipole
models which is used to illustrate the loop of current in the sensors, their magnetic and electric
fields will be found while the necessary assumptions as will be brought out in the beginning of
chapter 3 are applied to simplify the actual problem. After that, the induction response of a solid
conducting sphere will be found using the electric and magnetic fields of two-coil EMI system.
In fact, the induction response of the sphere and spheroid are derived by applying the
electromagnetic boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere and spheroid, separately.
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2.1.

Implementation of Maxwell’s Equation

As shown in Fig. 2.1, our EMI problem involves utilizing a pair of coils to excite and measure
the induction response of a buried conducting object. The electromagnetic fields generated by the
source coil and also the scattered fields due to the buried object obey the Maxwell’s equations
[38-46]. The differential form of Maxwell’s equations are expressed as follows (the time
convention of exp(− iωt ) is assumed and suppressed throughout this thesis).

∇ × E = iωμ H

(2.1)

∇ × H = (σ − iωε ) E + J

(2.2)

where H is the magnetic field intensity computed in amps per meter A m , E is the electric field
intensity computed in volts per meter V m and J is the electric current density measured in
2
amps per meter squared A m of any available source.

Receiving Coil
Air

Earth

ε 0 , μ0 ,σ = 0

Source Coil

ε 1 , μ1 , σ ~ 0

Arbitrary Conducting Body

ε r , μ r ,σ → ∞
Figure 2‐1: Configuration of general EMI system with a buried conducting object
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In our problem we use an alternating source to excite the coil, therefore the mentioned
electromagnetic fields in our problem have a time dependence which is of the
form H (r , t ) = Re{H (r , ω )e

− iωt

} , E (r , t ) = Re{E (r , ω )e −iωt } and J (r , t ) = Re{J (r , ω )e −iωt }

where ω is the dominant angular frequency of the exciting source. The Maxwell’s equations in
our problem are applied to a lossy environment such as sea water or moist soil. The constitutive
parameters of lossy environment are: conductivity σ [ S / m] ; permittivity ε [ F / m] ; and
permeability μ[ H / m] . The assumption of having a homogeneous, linear and isotropic
conducting background medium is considered throughout the problem. The divergence of H in a
linear and isotopic medium is equal to zero. According to this fact that any divergenceless vector
can be interpreted as the curl of some other vector, so the magnetic field vector can be shown as

H = ∇× A

(2.3)

where A is called the magnetic vector potential. Through the substitution of (2.3) into (2.1) and
rewriting the terms, one can find that

(

)

∇ × E − iωμ A = 0

(2.4)

Any curl free vector is mathematically can be expressed as the gradient of some other scalar.
Therefore,

E − iωμ A = −∇φ

(2.5)

where φ is the electric scalar potential. By substituting (2.3) and (2.5) into (2.2) and applying the

(

)

vector derivation, ∇ × ∇ × A = ∇ ∇ ⋅ A − ∇ A , the new equation for A is given by
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(

)

(

)

∇ ∇ ⋅ A − ∇ 2 A = (σ − iωε ) iωμ A − ∇φ + J

(2.6)

The divergence and the curl of A are independent of each other. For a uniquely defined A , it is
necessary to find both the curl and the divergence of A uniquely. To simplify the equation (2.6),
the divergence is set as fallows:

∇ ⋅ A = −(σ − iωε )φ

(2.7)

Therefore the equation (2.6) reduces to

∇2 A + k 2 A = J

(2.8)

where k = ω με + iωμσ . There are two main advantages for using A instead of E and H .
2

2

The rectangular components of A have directly the rectangular components of J as the exciting
source and there is no constrain on the divergence of A to be set zero. There is still no restriction
about the media surrounding the conducting object.

2.2.

Generated Fields due to a Short Electric Dipole

Here it is assumed an arbitrary current density and then the induced electric and magnetic
fields are found through using the magnetic potential A . Consider a current element or dielectric
dipole with length L situated in free space, exciting through a current I . As shown in Fig. 2.2 the
current element is in the z-direction and situated at the origin of the coordinate. As the only
component of the current is in the z-direction, the magnetic vector A has only a z component,
and that satisfies
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(2.9)

∇ 2 Az + k 2 Az = 0

every point of the space except the origin. The scalar quantity Az is spherically symmetric
because it has a point source at the origin. Thus, substituting Az = Az (r ) into (2.9) produces

1 d ⎛ 2 dAz ⎞ 2
⎜r
⎟ + k Az = 0
r 2 dr ⎝ dr ⎠

(2.10)

which Az has two solutions. Here we choose the solution which the wave traveling outward. So,

Az has the following form

Az =

IL +ikr
e
4πr

(2.11)

by substituting (2.11) into (2.3), the magnetic field created by the current element is found.
Subsequently the electric fields are found by substituting the computed magnetic field into (2.1).
All the relevant fields are as follows,

Er =

Eθ =

ILη cosθ

λ2

ILη sinθ

λ2
Hφ =

⎛ 1
1 ⎞⎟
+
e +ikr ⎜⎜
i
2
3
4π 2 rλ ⎟⎠
⎝ 2πrλ

⎛
1
1
1 ⎞⎟
e +ikr ⎜⎜ − i
i
+
+
2
3
8π 2 rλ ⎟⎠
⎝ 2rλ 4πrλ

IL sinθ

λ2

⎛
1
1 ⎞⎟
+
e +ikr ⎜⎜ − i
2 ⎟
⎝ 2rλ 4πrλ ⎠

where rλ = r / λ and η is the intrinsic impedance of the medium.
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ẑ

ẑ
r̂

r̂

r̂

+qm

+q
L

ẑ

ŷ

I

L

Im

a

ŷ

‐q

x̂

x̂

x̂
b)

a)

ŷ

I

‐qm

c)

Figure 2‐2: a) Small electric current element or electric dipole. b) Short magnetic current element or magnetic dipole. c) Small loop of
electric current.

As the common distances of buried conducting objects from the transmitting coil are really

much smaller than the wavelength λ the magnetic and electric fields are computed in the limit
as rλ → 0 . On the other hand, the continuity equation can relate the current I to the total
charge on the current filament as follows

q = ∫ Idt = − I iω

(2.13)

−3
Using the equation (2.13) and considering the r terms which dominate in Er and Eθ as well
−2
as the term r which dominates in H φ , one can reduce the electric dipole fields found in (2.12)

as follows

Er = −
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I

L
qL
cos
=
cosθ
θ
iω 2πε ⋅ r 3
2πε ⋅ r 3

Eθ = −

I

L
qL
sinθ =
sinθ
3
iω 4πε ⋅ r
4πε ⋅ r 3

Hφ =

IL
qL
sinθ = −iω
sinθ
2
4π ⋅ r
4π ⋅ r 2

(2.14)
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The electric and magnetic fields in (2.14) are exactly similar to those associated with the
electrostatics fields computed for the fields of two point charges, + q and − q , positioned in a
distance L . The above derivations can also be considered as the Biot-Savart equations for the
magnetic field of a short element with the length of L carrying a steady current I . The term

e − iωt is the only difference between the equations in (2.14) and the electrostatic and
magnetostatic solutions. As the term − iωt tends towards zero in the common frequencies
applied to the EMI systems, the solutions are interpreted as quasi-static solutions. It should be
noted that the quasi-static solution depends on the distance from the source to the object point.
So the boundaries in which the quasi-static solutions are valid should be defined. There is no
exact boundary setting apart the quasi-static region, but an estimation of the quantitative
boundary can be specified as rλ < 0.01 [40].

2.3.

Generated Magnetic Fields due to a Loop of Current

We used Maxwell’s equations to derive the fields from an electrically short current element
called electric dipole. In fact the electric dipole is considered as a source that has low current and
high voltage. As found in equation (2.14) the electric fields are the dominant terms within the
3
2
vicinity of the source due to the 1 r dependence in the electric fields and just 1 r in the

magnetic field [45, 46]. The real source for the EMI systems is a loop of current such as GEM-3
and GEM-5 that have concentric sensors for their measurements. The typical diameter of
common transmitting loop is 20-30 cm in an EMI system. In fact the similarity between an EMI
source loop and a small current loop is referring to the length of the loop which is very small
relative to a wavelength. In fact, a small current loop is a source that has high current and low
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voltage. Against the electric dipole, the near field for a magnetic dipole like a current loop is
dominantly magnetic. It is possible to derive the near fields producing by the small current loop
from the near fields of the electric dipole. As a matter of fact, the fields of all the small sources
such as electric dipole, magnetic dipole, electric current loop and magnetic current loop are
related to one another and each of them can be calculated by the other one through using the
concept of duality and equivalence. In order to find the fields for a small loop of electric current,
the fields of a magnetic dipole should be calculated. It should be noted that magnetic dipole and
magnetic currents are merely some concepts which only use for the mathematical developments
of the fields of electric charges and electric currents, and no one can find them in the nature. On
the other hand the fields of a small current loop and a magnetic dipole are equivalent due to their
identical fields. As shown in Fig. 2.2 the fields can be identical when

I m L = −iωμIS

(2.15)

So the fields of a small current loop can be found by substituting (2.15) into (2.12) and can be
shown as

Hr = −

Hθ = −

ikIS cosθ

ikIS sinθ

λ2

Eφ = −

14 | P a g e

λ2

⎛ 1
1 ⎞⎟
e +ikr ⎜⎜
i
+
2
3
4π 2 rλ ⎟⎠
⎝ 2πrλ

⎛
1
1
1 ⎞⎟
e +ikr ⎜⎜ − i
i
+
+
2
3
8π 2 rλ ⎟⎠
⎝ 2rλ 4πrλ

iωμIS sinθ

λ2

⎛ 1
1 ⎞⎟
e +ikr ⎜⎜ i
−
2 ⎟
⎝ 2rλ 4πrλ ⎠

(2.16)
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The common sensors such as GEM-3 and GEM-5 have concentric coils. So we can replace the
2
term IS by Iπa . Hence, the near fields for the current loop can be expressed as follows

Hr =

IS
cosθ
2πr 3

Hθ =

IS
sinθ
4πr 3

Eφ =

(2.17)

iωμIS
sinθ
4πr 2

It is important to be noted that the near field of current loop is mainly magnetic due to the 1 r
dependence in the magnetic fields and merely 1 r

2

3

in the electric field. Since the electric field is

insignificant compared to the magnetic field in the near field, it is common to compute the EMI
response for any conducting object on account of magnetic fields and to ignore the electric field
especially in the environment with no significant conductivity.

2.4.

Assumptions for EMI Response in Conducting Environments

In order to expedite the calculations of the induction response relating to a common EMI
system, the following assumptions are applied to Maxwell’s equations.
2.4.1. Displacement Currents

It is common to ignore the displacement currents in a conducting object due to their negligible
value compared to the conduction current. The wave number in equation (2.8) can be expressed
as
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σ ⎞
⎛
k 2 = ω 2 με ⎜1 + i ⎟
ωε ⎠
⎝
where the term

σ
ωε

(2.18)

represents the loss tangent. The conduction currents dominate the

displacement current if the loss tangent is significantly greater than one. In this case the term in
the parenthesis is imaginary. The displacement current can dominate the conduction current
when the loss tangent is considerably less than one and it exists just in the environment in which
the higher frequencies applies to the conducting object. The common conducting objects buried
in a battlefield have the constitutive parameters (ε = ε0, μ = μ0, and σ in the order of 107 S/m)
[12]. As mentioned earlier, the frequency of operation of typically sensors is less than 100 kHz
[38]. If one substitutes these values into (2.18), it can be shown that the loss tangent is equal to

1.8 ×1014 which reveals that the conduction current is dominantly greater than the displacement
current. The suppression of displacement current with respect to the conduction current is
considered for Maxwell’s equation in the environment surrounding the buried conducting object.
The typically sea water and sediment in marine environment have the conductivity from 0.01 to
5
0.04 S / m . In this manner, the loss tangent is around 2×10 which is still considerably greater

than one. It is worth mentioning that permeability does not affect the loss tangent when the
displacement currents are omitted. So in highly conducting environment, which is our mission
throughout our research, the equation (2.8) becomes

∇ 2 A + iωμσ A = 0
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2.4.2. Quasistatic Solutions

Most of the conducting objects investigated as a mine are buried at depths less than two meters.
Under this circumstance, the distance between the sensor and the buried object compared to the
wavelength is considered in the range of quasi-static region. So the quasi-static assumption in the
source-free non-conducting regions for the equation (2.19) may simplify it to

(2.20)

∇2 A = 0
and in non-conducting regions having a known current source, we have

(2.21)

∇2 A = J

Through the quasi-static assumption, the general solution of equation (2.21) at any points outside
to the regions in which electric currents are flowing can be expressed as

A(r) =

1
J (r 0 ) 3
d r0
∫∫∫
4π v r − r0

(2.22)

3

where r0 depicts the source point, r shows the observation point and d r0 refers to differential
+ikr
term which appears in the solution of A(r ) is
volumes. It is worth considering that the e

neglected due to insignificant value of the distance from the source to the object relative to the
wavelength.
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2.5.

EddyCurrent and CurrentChanneling Response in EMI systems

As shown in Fig. 2.3, there are two contributions to the EMI response from a conducting or
non-conducting object embedded in a conducting background medium. The first is due to the
eddy currents that induce in the object itself, and the second is due to the perturbation of the
conduction currents flowing in the background medium when they encounter the object [41]. The
idea of using Eddy-Current for finding the response of an object in the conducting background
medium was published by Bond et al. in 1991 [44]. In the limiting case of a conducting object
embedded in a non-conducting medium, the response is due solely to the eddy current while the
response of that conducting object in a conducting medium is merely due to the current
channeling.
Receiving Coil

J
Source Coil

μ0
σ0

J0

Current‐Channeling

Γ
Eddy Current

Figure 2‐3: Illustration of Eddy‐Current and Current‐Channeling response in a conducting background environment

In this project, we will extend the above mentioned methods by eddy current and current
channeling responses simultaneously for the spherical and spheroidal objects embedded in a
conducting background medium. In fact, analyzing the incident and scattered waves from any
arbitrary shapes requires a complicated mathematical analysis which cannot satisfy our demands
in a closed form formula and on the other hand the results are similar when we have some
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assumptions such as being far enough from the object or the dimension of object is smaller than
the wavelength [41].

2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we investigated the electromagnetic induction process for a typical EMI
system. Maxwell’s equations are used to the general problem of an arbitrary conducting body
illuminated by a current source. Applying the low frequencies and other assumptions, the
solution to Maxwell’s equations are simplified. Negligible displacement currents compared to
conduction currents, elimination of air-earth interface, and quasi static excitation were the
simplifying assumption. These assumptions can facilitate the calculation of source field. The
results show that the induction response is only dependent on the magnetic fields derived by the
Maxwell’s equations.
Eddy-Current and Current-Channeling responses are introduced as the two main contributions
to the EMI response from a conducting or non-conducting object immersed in a conducting
background
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Chapter 3. Location Determination of a Conducting Spherical Mine
through Separated Transmitting and Receiving Coil
A sphere is often used as a tractable model of a conducting object embedded in a background
medium in studying the response of electromagnetic induction (EMI) systems and a spheroid is
useful for modeling a much wider range of objects. Prolate and oblate spheroids are useful for
modeling ordnance or mines (such as landmines or sea mines). There are two contributions to the
EM response of a spherical metal object buried in a conductive medium: from the eddy currents
induced in the object and from the current channeling effects within the surrounding medium. An
analysis for a sphere having an arbitrary conductivity is complex because the general solution
must be expressed as an infinite series of Legendre functions [41]. In [12], the authors derived a
closed form formula for a conducting object embedded in a weakly conducting and nonconducting background medium. The geometry of the problem is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Consider an object of finite size, defined by a surface Γ , with conductivity σ (r ) and
permeability μ (r ) embedded in a host medium with conductivity σ 0 and permeability μ 0 .

Receiving Coil

J
Source Coil

J0

μ0
σ0
μ (r ) σ (r )

Γ

Figure 3‐1: The General Geometry for a marine mine detection
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A current source generates a known current density J , located outside the object. The current J
produces magnetic and electric fields H and E , which obey the Maxwell’s equations,

∇ × E = iωμ (r )H

(3.1)

∇ × H = σ (r )E + J

(3.2)

In addition to the source coil, there is same location as the receiving coil, too. Now, assume the
source coil has been turned off ( J = 0) and we drive the receiving coil with a hypothetical current
density J 0 in the absence of the object and only the presence of the host medium. The resultant
fields, H 0 and E0 , generated by J 0 obey the equations,

∇ × E 0 = iωμ0 H 0

(3.3)

∇ × H 0 = σ0 E0 + J 0

(3.4)

If we drive the source coil with the current I , then V shows the open circuit voltage induced
in the receiving coil in the presence of the object. Let V0 express the open circuit voltage
induced in the source coil when the hypothetical current I flows in the receiving coil in the
absence of the object. Then, from reciprocity principles, the following relation can be derived,

V − V0 = −
∧

(

)

∧
1
E
×
H
0 − E 0 × H . n ds
I ∫Γ

where n is a unit vector perpendicular to Γ . Equation (3.5) can be rewritten as:
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V − V0 = −

{ (

)

(

)}

1
H 0 . n × E + E 0 . n × H ds
I ∫Γ

(3.6)

Note that, for a perfectly conducting object, the tangential component of the electric field on the
∧

surface, n× E , vanishes and Equation (3.6) reduces to

V − V0 = −

(

)

1
1
E 0 . n × H ds = − ∫ E0 .K ds
∫
IΓ
I

(3.7)

where
∧

K = n× H

(3.8)

K is the surface current on the object. All that has been found here is just a general integration

formula for finding the electrical potential which has been scattered by some conducting object
with arbitrary geometry embedded in a homogeneous background medium. In fact, equation
(3.7) is independent of the object geometry or its orientation. But finding the analytical solution
for K and E0 is not always easy for any arbitrary geometries. Therefore, this problem has been
solved analytically for spherical and spheroidal objects as the most popular geometries. In fact,
to drive a simplifying and closed form formula, we are defining the problem as follows.

Consider a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) sphere as a marine mine embedded in seawater
having a uniform conductivity, permeability and permittivity (σ s , μ s , ε s ) as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The transmitting and receiving coils are positioned at the distances of d t and d r , from the
spherical conducting mine of radius a 0 , respectively. As depicted, θ T and θ R are the angles by
which the sphere is displaced from the symmetry dipole axes of the transmitting and receiving
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coils, respectively. The following assumptions are made to simplify the derivation of EMF
induced in the receiving coil:
1– The transmitting and receiving coils can be approximated as magnetic dipoles having
moments M T = N T AT I T and M R = N R AR I R , where I T and I R are the current in the
transmitting and receiving coils, while N T , N R , AT and AR are the number of turns and
the effective areas of transmitting and receiving coils, respectively.
2 – The incident fields H ri , H θi and Eφi emanating from the transmitting coil are uniform
over the extent of the object. This assumption is valid as in most cases d t and d r >> a 0 .
3 – Sea water is a good conducting medium in such low-frequency range. Thus,
displacement current can be neglected. The effect of noise due to the background medium
can also be neglected.
On the other hand, for finding eddy current response it is supposed that only the currents
induced in the conducting object contribute to the scattered magnetic field i.e., the currents in
background medium are neglected, therefore σ 0 E0 in equation (3.4) is omitted. Similarly for
finding current-channeling response, we will only consider the current in the background
medium, σ 0 E0 , and neglect the eddy current induced on the surface of the object i.e. the term

iωμ0 H 0 will be omitted in (3.3).
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θT

dt

θR
dr
PEC

αθ

s

i

Hθ

α

s
r

Eφi

2a0

H ri
Figure 3‐2: General configuration of mine detection through separate transmitting and receiving coils

(

)

As shown in Fig. 3.2, the incident fields H ri , H θi , Eφi are given by [41]

H

i

∧

∧

(rt , θ t ) = rt H ri + θ t H θi
∧

=

MT
3
4π rt
∧

E (rt , θ t ) = φ t E φi = φ t
i

∧

∧

∧
⎛ ∧
⎞
⎜ 2 rt cos θ t + θ t sin θ t ⎟
⎝
⎠

i ωμ s M T
sin θ t
2
4π rt

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

∧

where rt , θ t and φ t are the unit vectors of spherical coordinates defined with the origin at the
centre of the transmitting coil and the zenith angle is measured from its surface normal. At the
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location of the object these electric and magnetic fields are equal to H (rt = d t , θ t = θ T ) and
i

E (rt = d t , θ t = θ T ) .
i

There are two contributions to the EMF (induced voltage) in the receiving coil, namely the
Eddy-Current and Current-Channeling response [25, 41].

3.1.EddyCurrent Response for a Conducting Sphere
For ECR, the current induced in the metallic mine due to the time varying magnetic field is
taken into account. The relevant Maxwell’s equations can be written as

(

i

∇× H + H

s

)= 0

(

i

s

, ∇⋅ H + H

) = 0 , ∇ × (E + E ) = iωμ (H
i

s

s

i

+H

s

)

(3.10)

By applying the boundary condition of zero normal component of the magnetic field to the
surface of the sphere for each term of the incident magnetic field, separately, we can find the
total scattered field by
s

s

(

)

s

(

)

s

(

H EC = H rs ,α rs,θ = H r rs , α rs + H θ rs , α θs

s

(

s

(

)

∧

)

∧

∧

H r rs , α rs = rs H rs1 + α rs H θs1 = −

H θ rs , α θ = rs H

s

s

s

∧

s
r2

s

M T a0

(3.12a)

3

∧
⎛ ∧
s
s
s ⎞
⎜
sin
θ
2
r
cos
α
α
+
T⎜
s
θ
θ sin α θ ⎟
⎟
3 3
8πd t rs
⎠
⎝

M T a0

where H r and H θ are scattered fields due to the incident fields H ri and H θi , respectively.
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(3.11)

3

∧
⎛ ∧
s
s
s ⎞
⎜
cos
θ
2
r
cos
α
α
+
T⎜
s
r
r sin α r ⎟
⎟
3 3
4πd t rs
⎠
⎝

+ αθ Hθ 2 = −
s

)

(3.12b)
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In equations (3.12a) and (3.12b), the zenith angles α rs and α θs are measured from the direction
of incident fields H ri and H θi at the origin of PEC, respectively. The induced voltage due to the
ECR for a receiving coil with moment M R and current I R is given by [37]

sph
VEC
= iω

∧
s
MR
μ s H EC . n
IR

(3.13)

∧

where n is the unit vector normal to the receiving coil. The induced voltage due to ECR in the
receiving coil shown in Fig. 3.2 is obtained by
s
(rs = d r ,θ r = θ R ) = i N T N R AR AT I T a0 ωμ
(cos θ T cos θ R cos α rs +
3
3
2π
dt dr
3

V

sph
EC

1
1
1
cos θ T sin θ R sin α rs + sin θ T cos θ R cos α θs + sin θ T sin θ R sin α θs )
2
4
2

3.2.

(3.14)

CurrentChanneling Response for a Conducting Sphere

As shown in Fig. 2.3, for CCR, the perturbation of current induced in the sea water (outside of
the PEC) is taken into account. The fields obey:

(

)

(

)

i
s
i
s
s
~s
∇× E + E = 0 , ∇⋅ E + E = 0 , ∇× H =σs E

i

where E and E

s

(3.15)

are the incident and scattered electric fields, respectively. The scattered

s
~s
electric field, E , must have an associated magnetic field defined by H . By applying the

boundary condition of zero tangential component of the electric field on the surface of the
sphere, one can obtain the scattered electric field by
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s

(

)

∧

∧

E rs , α φ = rs E + α φ Eθ =
s

s
r

s

s

iωμ s M T a0
4πd t rs
2

3

3

∧
⎛ ∧
⎞
sin θ T ⎜⎜ 2 rs cos α φs + α φs sin α φs ⎟⎟
⎝
⎠

(3.16a)

The corresponding scattered magnetic field can be obtained using (3.15).
∧
∧ iωμ M σ a
s
~s
~
s
T s 0
H CC = H (rs , α φs ) = φ s H φs = φ s
sin θ T sin α φs
2 2
4πd t rs
3

(3.16b)

Thus, the induced voltage due to CCR in the receiving coil with moment M R and current I R is
∧
s
N T N R AR AT I T a 0 σ s ω 2 μ s
MR
(rs = d r ,θ r = θ R ) = iω
μ s H CC . n =
sin θ T sin α φs sin θ R
2
2
(3.17)
IR
2π
2d t d r
3

V

sph
CC

2

where α φs and φ s are the zenith and azimuth angles measured by the direction of incident field

Eφi at the origin of PEC, respectively. The total EMF or induced voltage in the receiving coil is
equal to
sph
Vtotsph (α rs , α θs , α φs ,θ R ,θ T ) = VEC
(α rs ,αθs ,θ R ,θT ) + VCCsph (αφs ,θ R ,θT )

(3.18)

where α rs , αθs and αφs are determined by the relative configuration of transmitting and
receiving coils with respect to each other. On the other hand, θT and θ R are merely dependent
upon the position of symmetry axes of transmitting and receiving coils with regards to the
conducting object.
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3.3.

Comparison of CCR and ECR for at Different Depths

ECR and CCR variations in different depths could be another hint for assuring this
measurement. As depicted in Fig. 3.3 for the depth higher than 4m the CCR is the dominant term
which is approximately 10 times higher than ECR and for the depths lower than 2m is vise-versa.
Fig. 3.3 verifies that at the depths which ECR is the dominant term, we have merely a partial
fluctuation on the total potential through rotating the coils e.g. from 30 to 80 degrees. But for the
CCR domination this rotation would result in a considerable increase in the total potential.
Relative ratio of CCR to ECR
The distance between the object and receiving coil, m

12
relative ratio=10
relative ratio=1
relative ratio=0.1

10

8

6

4

2

0

0

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
The angle between the symmetry axis of coil and the object in degree

Figure 3‐3: Relative ratio of CCR to ECR at different depths for a spherical conducting object
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The existence of Current-Channeling response is dependent upon the conductivity of
surrounding medium as well as depth of conducting mine. So, ECR and CCR are determined by
the conductivity of surrounding medium and depth of mine.

3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we used sphere and spheroid as the best tractable models in order to represent the
broad range of conducting marine mines. Using the surface current on the conducting object we
derived the closed form solution for the total induced voltage in the receiving coil. We assumed
that that transmitting and receiving coils can be considered as magnetic dipoles and the incident
magnetic fields are uniform over the extent of the object. One of the main contributions of this
chapter is elaborating detection mechanism by means of separated transmitting and receiving
coils. We extracted the induced voltage in the receiving coil for an arbitrary spherical conducting
object due to CCR and ECR separately while the deviation angles θ R and θ T play a significant
role on the induced voltage in the receiving coil. This effect had been suppressed in the previous
works [30, 35,37 and 38] and we will demonstrate that how we can take advantage of this feature
in order to discriminate the depth and location of conducting marine mine in the next chapters.
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Chapter 4. ConcentricCoil System for Spheroidal Conducting Object
In the previous chapters we modeled our conducting marine mine using an arbitrary spherical
geometry, then the effect of CCR and ECR were calculated separately and after that we
investigated the total induced voltage due to both currents. We demonstrated that how
dominantly the deviation angle from the symmetry axis of the transmitting coil can make a
significant effect on the total induced voltage in the receiving coil. In the next chapters we
explain that how we can find the CCR and ECR for a spheroidal conducting object through the
comparison of induced voltages in the transmitting coil with respect to the equivalent spherical
conducting object. This achievement makes us capable to expand our detection scheme to a
broad range of conducting marine mines.
The behaviors of scattered fields due to a perfectly conducting prolate spheroidal object, as
shown in Fig. 4.1, are investigated. In this chapter the major axis of the prolate spheroid is along
the z axis while the lengths of the semi minor and semi major axes are a and b , respectively
(with a > b ). In the prolate spheroidal coordinates (ϑ , ξ , φ ) by setting ξ = ξ 0 = constant, the
surface of a specific spheroid can be defined uniquely in which the length of common interfocal
distance, 2D, is related to the other parameters in the Cartesian coordinates as follows [47-51]

ξ0 =
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a
=
D

a
a2 − b2

(4.1a)
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x = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ cos φ

(4.1b)

y = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ sin φ

(4.1c)

z = Dξ cos ϑ

(4.1d)

where 1 ≤ ξ < ∞ , 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π , and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π . They play the roles of radial coordinate, the
colatitude angle and the azimuthal angle in spheroidal coordinates, respectively. The gradient of
a scalar function ψ (ξ ,ϑ , φ ) is defined by
∧

∇ψ = ξ

1 ∂ψ ∧ 1 ∂ψ ∧ 1 ∂ψ
+ϑ
+φ
hξ ∂ξ
hϑ ∂ϑ
hφ ∂φ

(4.2)

where the metrical coefficients are provided by

hξ = D

ξ 2 − cos 2 ϑ

(4.3a)

ξ 2 −1

ξ 2 − cos 2 ϑ
sin ϑ

(4.3b)

hφ = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ

(4.3c)

hϑ = D

Here as the far-field approximation is the main goal, it can be shown that in the limit as ξ → ∞ ,
∧

∧

∧

∧

one can replace hξ , hϑ , hφ , ξ and ϑ with D , r , r sin θ , r and θ respectively. One can obtain
the results for the oblate spheroid directly from those of the prolate spheroid by replacing all ξ 0
with iξ 0 in the prolate formulas given in the following sections 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4‐1: A perfectly conducting prolate spheroidal object being excited with incident electric and magnetic fields

4.1. EddyCurrent Response for a Conducting Prolate Spheroid
Similar to the spherical object, we have all the same assumptions for the uniform incident
magnetic field over the extent of the conducting prolate spheroid. According to Fig. 4.1, the
i

i

excitation of major and minor axes through the incident magnetic fields, H z and H x , is
s

s

assumed, respectively. Therefore finding the scattered magnetic fields, H z and H x , for each of
the excitations is required in order to compute the induced voltage in any arbitrarily-placed
receiving coil pertinent to Eddy-Current response. The incident magnetic fields can be written as
[41-43]
i

∧

H z = H zi z = −∇ψ zi ,
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(4.4b)

∧

i

H x = H xi x = −∇ψ xi

The manipulation of induced potentials ψ zi , x from Cartesian coordinates into spheroidal ones
yields

ψ zi (ξ ,ϑ ) = − H zi Dξ cosϑ = − H zi DP10 (ξ )P10 (cosϑ )

(4.5a)

ψ xi (ξ , ϑ ) = − H xi D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ cos φ = − H xi DP11 (ξ )P11 (cos ϑ ) cos φ

(4.5b)

Neglecting any induced currents in the outer space of the spheroid is the essence of EddyCurrent response, while equation (3.10) implies that the normal component of magnetic field
over the prolate spheroid with infinite conductivity must be zero.

[

∂
ψ
∂ξ

i
z ,x

+ψ

s
z ,x

]

ξ =ξ 0

= 0

(4.6)

In general, the scattered potential ψ z,s x can be derived through the series solution containing the
first and second kind of Legendre functions as follows
∞

n

ψ zs, x (ξ , ϑ , φ ) = ∑∑ [Amn cos(mφ ) + Bmn sin (mφ )]Pnm (cos ϑ )Qnm (ξ )

(4.7)

n =0 m =0

The symmetric solution in this problem implies that all m must be zero, then (4.7) can be
reduced to
∞

ψ zs, x = ∑ An Pn (cos ϑ )Qn (ξ )
n =0
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The orthogonality of the Legendre functions and substituting (4.5a), (4.5b) and (4.8) into (4.6)
give the modified solution for (4.8) as follows

ψ zs = A1 P10 (cos ϑ )Q10 (ξ )

(4.9a)

ψ xs = A11 P11 (cos ϑ )Q11 (ξ ) cos φ

(4.9b)

Solving the only unknown coefficients A1 and A11 , one can obtain

A1 = H zi D

′
P10 (ξ 0 )
′
Q10 (ξ 0 )

(4.10a)

′
P11 (ξ 0 )
′
Q11 (ξ 0 )

(4.10b)

A11 = H xi D

Through computing the gradient of scattered potentials (4.9a) and (4.9b), one can obtain the
exact solution for the scattered magnetic fields. We apply the large values for the argument of
Legendre functions. By using well known properties and approximation of Legendre functions
[45] and replacing the metrical coefficients of spheroidal coordinates with the spherical ones as
mentioned in chapter 4, the scattered magnetic fields are given as fallows

H z (r ,θ ) =
s

H x (r , θ , φ ) =
s
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′
∧
H zi D 3 P10 (ξ 0 ) 1 ⎡ ∧
⎤
+
2
r
cos
θ
θ
sin θ ⎥
3 ⎢
′
0
3 Q (ξ ) r ⎣
⎦
1
0

′
∧
∧
2 H xi D 3 P11 (ξ 0 ) 1 ⎡ ∧
⎤
×
−
+
r
2
sin
θ
cos
φ
θ
cos
θ
cos
φ
φ
sin φ ⎥
3
⎢
′
1
3
⎦
Q1 (ξ 0 ) r ⎣

(4.11a)

(4.11b)
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∧

∧

∧

where r , θ and φ are the unit vectors in spherical coordinates defined with the origin at the
centre of prolate spheroid and the zenith angle is measured from the z axis.

4.2.

CurrentChanneling Response for a Conducting Prolate Spheroid

The geometry of the problem is similar to the Eddy-Current configuration except for the
boundary condition which is different for the components of the electric field. The incident
electric fields and their pertinent potentials are given as
∧

i

E z = E zi z = −∇ψ zi
∧

i

E x = E xi z = −∇ψ xi

(4.12a)
(4.12b)

The boundary condition on the surface of prolate spheroid with infinite conductivity is a zero
tangential component of the electric field as

ξ × ∇(ψ zi , x + ψ zs, x ) ξ =ξ = 0
∧

0

(4.13)

Analogous to the procedure for finding the scattered potential of magnetic fields, one can obtain
the scattered potential of electric fields as fallows

ψ zs = E zi D

ψ xs = E xi D
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P10 (ξ 0 ) 0
Q1 (ξ )P10 (cos ϑ )
0
Q1 (ξ 0 )

P11 (ξ 0 ) 1
Q1 (ξ )P11 (cosϑ ) cos φ
1
Q1 (ξ 0 )

(4.14a)

(4.14b)
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Subsequently, computing the gradient of scattered potentials of electric fields yields the exact
solution as fallows

E z (ξ , ϑ ) = − E zi D
s

E x (ξ , ϑ , φ ) = − E xi D
s

′
⎤
∧ Q 0 (ξ )
P10 (ξ 0 ) ⎡ ∧ Q10 (ξ )
1
⎢
⎥
×
ξ
cos
ϑ
ϑ
sin
ϑ
−
hξ
hϑ
Q10 (ξ 0 ) ⎢
⎥⎦
⎣

(4.15a)

′
⎤
∧ Q 1 (ξ )
∧ Q 1 (ξ )
P11 (ξ 0 ) ⎡ ∧ Q11 (ξ )
1
1
⎢
⎥
ξ
sin
ϑ
cos
φ
ϑ
cos
ϑ
cos
φ
φ
sin
ϑ
sin
φ
+
−
hξ
hϑ
hφ
Q11 (ξ 0 ) ⎢
⎥⎦ (4.15b)
⎣

Owing to the conductivity of background medium surrounding the prolate spheroid, the scattered
electric fields have their associated magnetic fields which must satisfy the equation (3.15).
Therefore using the approximation of Legendre functions [45] and the substitution of unit
vectors with their corresponding ones in spherical coordinates, one can obtain
∧ σ E i D 3 P 0 (ξ ) sin θ
~s
1
0
H z (r ,θ ) = φ 0 z
0
3
Q1 (ξ 0 ) r 2

2σ E i D 3 P11 (ξ 0 ) 1
~s
H x (r ,θ , φ ) = − 0 x
3
Q11 (ξ 0 ) r 2

4.3.

∧
⎡∧
⎤
θ
sin
φ
+
φ
cosθ cos φ ⎥
⎢⎣
⎦

(4.16a)

(4.16b)

Polarizability for Prolate Spheroid towards its Aspect Ratio a/b

The shape of a prolate spheroid is determined by the lengths of its semimajor and semiminor
axes a and b with

(a ≥ b )

. Again we recall that the “ellipticity” of the prolate spheroid is

defined by e ≡ a 2 − b 2 a where 0 ≤ e < 1 and e = 0 implies a sphere.
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Now suppose a conducting sphere with a radius equal to the length of the semi major axis of a

(

conducting spheroid, i.e., the volume of the spheroid 4 3πb 2 a

(

)

is always less than that

)

sphere 4 3 π a 3 . In this case the Eddy-Current response and Current-Channeling response of the
conducting spheroid are expressed relative to that of a conducting sphere of radius a . The
( A ) (T ) ( A )
(T )
coefficients α EC
are referred to as “magnetic polarizabilties” and compare the
, α EC , α CC and α CC

ECR and CCR of a conducting spheroid with a conducting sphere with the same semi major axis
and radius.
In the following, P10 (ξ 0 ) , P11 (ξ 0 ) , Q10 (ξ 0 ) and Q11 (ξ 0 ) are Legendre functions of the first and
second kinds with argument ξ 0 ≡ a

a 2 − b 2 = 1 e . In fact the Legendre functions can be

expressed in terms of elementary functions (see Appendix B).

In a conducting prolate spheroid we found the effect of Eddy-Current just due to the incident
( A)
( A ) ( Sphere )
(T )
(T ) ( Sphere )
magnetic field by VEC
and VEC
. Here we have derived the exact
= α EC
VEC
= α EC
VEC
( A ) (T )
formula for α EC
, α EC by utilizing the Legendre functions of the first and second kinds where

⎡
⎤
3
⎢
⎥
2 P (ξ 0 ) 2
e
⎥
≡− 3
= ⎢
1 ⎛1+ e ⎞ ⎥
3ξ0 Q 0′ (ξ ) 3 ⎢ e
− ln
1
0
⎢⎣ 1 − e 2 2 ⎜⎝ 1 − e ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦

(4.17a)

⎡
⎤
3
⎢
⎥
e
4 P (ξ 0 ) 4
⎥
≡−
= ⎢
3
e
3ξ 0 Q1′ (ξ ) 3 ⎢ 1 ⎛ 1 + e ⎞
⎥
1
0
⎢⎣ 2 ln ⎜⎝ 1 − e ⎟⎠ + 1 − e 2 − e ⎥⎦

(4.17b)

A
α EC

T
α EC
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Fig. 4.2 shows a graph of the Eddy-Current polarizabilities for prolate spheroids as a function of
the aspect ratio a b with respect to a sphere with radius a .
Eddy-Current of Prolate Spheroid at Axial and Transverse Orientations
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Spheroid Response Relative to Sphere
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4

Figure 4‐2: Eddy‐current polarizibilites of Prolate at two orientations

The main point should be noted is that, as the aspect ratio of the spheroid increases, the axial
eddy-current response falls slightly more rapidly than the transverse eddy-current response.
We have the same formula as above for the Current-Channeling response just due to the incident
( A)
( A ) ( Sphere )
(T )
(T ) ( Sphere )
and VCC
where
electric field for the conducting prolate spheroid VCC
= α CC
VCC
= α CC
VCC

A
α CC
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⎤
⎡
3
⎥
⎢
1 P (ξ 0 ) 1
e
⎥
≡ 3
= ⎢
3ξ 0 Q (ξ 0 ) 3 ⎢ 1 ⎛ 1 + e ⎞ ⎥
⎢ 2 ln⎜⎝ 1 − e ⎟⎠ − e ⎥
⎦
⎣
0
1
0
1

(4.18a)
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T
α CC

⎡
⎤
3
⎢
⎥
e
2 P (ξ 0 ) 2
⎢
⎥
≡
=
3
1 ⎛1 + e ⎞⎥
3ξ 0 Q (ξ 0 ) 3 ⎢ e
⎢⎣ 1 − e 2 − 2 ln⎜⎝ 1 − e ⎟⎠ ⎥⎦
1
1
1
1

(4.18b)

Fig. 4.3 shows a graph of the Current-Channeling polarizabilities for prolate spheroids as a
function of the aspect ratio a b with respect to a sphere with radius a .
Current-Channeling of Prolate Spheroid at Axial and Transverse Orientations
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Figure 4‐3: Current‐Channeling polarizibilites of Prolate at two orientations

The main point in the graph is that the axial current-channeling response is always larger than the
transverse current-channeling response.
It should be noted that these EMI responses to spheroidal objects are in weakly conducting
medium. In fact, “weakly conducting” implies that the depth penetration of electromagnetic
fields in the background is large compared to the size of the spheroid. The main point in these
graphs is that these polarizability factors are independent of frequency ranges. In fact, it is a
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comparison coefficient which can be applied in any frequency and just the geometry of the
( A ) (T ) ( A )
spheroid specifies its value. As is seen in the figures 4.2 and 4.3, the value of α EC
, α EC , α CC
(T )
and α CC
are always less than 1.

4.4. Effect of Different Orientations of a Prolate Spheroid in the Induced
Voltage
Most of the concealed mines, especially the marine mines, do not have a fixed orientation with
regard to the horizontal surface of the area where they are discovered [14]. As it was found in
sections 4.1 and 2.2, the behavior of scattered fields of a spheroidal object is analogous to that of
the spherical object in the far field. What causes the induced voltage of a spheroidal mine to be
different from a spherical mine pertains to its symmetry axis orientation and the ratio of the semi
major axis to its semi minor one. Three representative modes of embedding a spheroidal mine in
the conducting medium are considered in the Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The
components of the incident fields used to excite the axes of the spheroid are computed similar to
the sphere by equations (3.9a) and (3.9b). Turning the symmetry axis of the transmitting coil on
the x′z ′ plane is a mutual assumption among all the cases and suppressed throughout.

4.4.1. Vertical Prolate Spheroid with Long Axis Perpendicular to the Surface

As shown in Fig. 4.4 the long axis of the prolate spheroid is in the same plane on which the
symmetry axis of the receiving coil is laid. Through utilizing the scattering magnetic fields
separately for any component of the incident fields, H ri , H θi and Eφi , one can find the induced
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voltage in the receiving coil corresponding to each element. By applying the equations (4.11a),
(4.11b) and (3.13), the Eddy-Current response due to the incidents magnetic fields, is given by

V ECpro (d t , ξ 0 , θ T ) = i

′
′
N T N R AT AR I T ωμ s D 3 ⎛⎜ 2 P10 (ξ 0 )
P11 (ξ 0 )
2
+
cos
θ
sin 2 θ T
T
6
′
′
⎜
0
1
6πd t
Q1 (ξ 0 )
⎝ Q1 (ξ 0 )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.19a)

x′
y′
z′

θT

dt

z

Eφi

i

Hθ

y 2a0

x
H ri
Figure 4‐4: The first representative modes of a spheroidal mine embedded in the conducting medium

Subsequently, the induced Current-Channeling response owing to the incident electric field is
computed by substituting (4.16b) into (3.13).

pro
CC

V
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2
N T N R AT AR I T ω 2 μ s σ 0 D 3 ⎛ P11 (ξ 0 ) 2 ⎞
⎜ 1
⎟
(d t , ξ 0 ,θ T ) =
4
⎜ Q (ξ ) sin θ T ⎟
6πd t
⎝ 1 0
⎠

(4.19b)
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4.4.2. Horizontal Prolate Spheroid with Long Axis Parallel to Symmetry Axis of the Coil

Fig. 4.5 shows how horizontally the prolate spheroid is laid while its long axis is parallel to the
symmetry axis of the receiving coil. The displacement of the long axis of the spheroid in this
case is what the slight difference in total response towards the vertical spheroid results from.
Thus the Eddy-Current response is computed similar to the vertical mode by using the equations
(4.11a), (4.11b) and (3.13).

V ECpro (d t , ξ 0 , θ T ) = i

′
′
N T N R AT AR I T ωμ s D 3 ⎛⎜ 8 P11 (ξ 0 )
P10 (ξ 0 )
2
θ
+
cos
sin 2 θ T
T
6
⎜
′
′
1
0
12πd t
Q1 (ξ 0 )
⎝ Q1 (ξ 0 )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

x′
y′
z'

θT

dt

z

Eφi
y

H θi

x
H ri

2a0
Figure 4‐5: The second representative modes of a spheroidal mine embedded in the conducting medium
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The electric field exciting the major axis of the spheroid generates an induced electrical current
along the minor axis on the surface of the conducting spheroid. The consequence of the induced
current is a perturbation in the surrounding conducting medium. Due to this perturbed current in
the medium, the Current-Channeling response is found through utilizing (4.16b) into (3.13).
VCCpro (d t , ξ 0 , θ T ) =

2
N T N R AT AR I T ω 2 μ s σ 0 D 3 ⎛ P11 (ξ 0 ) 2 ⎞
⎜ 1
⎟
4
⎜ Q (ξ ) sin θ T ⎟
6πd t
⎝ 1 0
⎠

(4.20b)

4.4.3. Horizontal Prolate Spheroid with Long Axis Perpendicular to Symmetry Axis of the
Coil

The rotation of the previous horizontal conducting spheroid around its minor axis brings about
Fig. 4.6 in which the zenith component of the incident magnetic field is aligned along the minor
axis of the conducting prolate spheroid. Similarly to the vertical spheroid both major and minor
axes are exposed to the incident magnetic fields, thus the Eddy-Current response in this mode is
coming from equations (4.11b) and (3.13) as follows

V

pro
EC

′
′
N T N R AT AR I T ωμ s D 3 ⎛⎜ 4 P11 (ξ 0 )
P11 (ξ 0 )
2
(d t , ξ 0 ,θ T ) = i
cos θ T +
sin 2 θ T
6
′
′
⎜
1
1
6πd t
Q1 (ξ 0 )
⎝ Q1 (ξ 0 )

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.21a)

The principal distinction between this mode and the two previous ones refers to the direction of
the incident electric field which causes a considerable electrical current along the long axis of the
conducting prolate spheroid. Owing to the appropriate orientation of the receiving coil with
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respect to the spheroid, this term can have an essential effect on the total response. By utilizing
equations (4.16a) and (3.13), the Current-Channeling response is given by
V

pro
CC

2
N T N R AT AR I T ω 2 μ s σ 0 D 3 ⎛ P10 (ξ 0 ) 2
⎜ 0
(d t , ξ 0 ,θ T ) =
4
⎜ Q (ξ ) sin θ T
12πd t
⎝ 1 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4.21b)

x′
y′
z′

θT

dt

z

Eφi

H θi

y

x

H ri

2a0

Figure 4‐6: The third representative modes of a spheroidal mine embedded in the conducting medium

We wish to point out that the vertical orientation of the spheroidal mine is independent of the
deviation angle of the transmitting coil axis. Only the horizontal positions of the spheroidal mine
with respect to the transmitting coil axis will affect the induced voltage. We have considered the
two main positions of the spheroidal mine in which the electric field component is directed both
along the major and minor axes of the spheroid in two separate cases. The method can be
extended to an arbitrary oriented spheroidal object, by decomposing the components of the
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electric and magnetic fields, respectively, along the major and minor axes of the spheroidal
object.

4.5 Conculusion
In this chapter, we could compare the backscattered induced EMF response of a spheroid with
a sphere of the same radius and then demonstrate the pertinent derivations for spheroidal mines
with unified coils. We showed that the aspect ratio of spheroid and its orientation with respect to
the receiving coil can dominantly affect on the ECR and CCR. The importance of these effects
can be disclosed in a factor which is called the “polarizibility” factor. In order to expand our
scheme for a wide range of conducting marine mines with different volumes and orientations, we
used three modes of embedding a spheroidal mine in the conducting medium. The magnificence
of this approach with respect to the previous works is that the relation between the total induced
voltages in the receiving coil due to a spheroidal marine mine is analogous to its corresponding
spherical marine mine which can satisfy the conditions mentioned in this chapter already.
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Chapter 5. Numerical Results and Discussion
Consider a GEM-3 sensor [25] in which the transmitting and receiving coils in the Fig. 3.2 are
in the same location and orientation with respect to the marine mine. Therefore α θs = α φs = 90 0 ,

α rs = 180 0 and θ T = θ R = θ 0 . A marine mine with 2a 0 = 10cm is assumed to be positioned at
distance d t = d r = d 0 from the GEM-3 set at the frequency of 20 kHz . The most common mines
found in water are composed of metals and explosive. The constitutive parameters of seawater
are assumed to be μ s = μ 0 and σ s = 4 S / m [12]. Fig. 5.1 shows the angular scan of the
normalized total induced voltage in the receiving coil on account of both ECR and CCR, through
rotating the angle of symmetry axis of the coils, θ 0 , from 0 to 90 degrees with respect to the
marine mine positioned at different values of d 0 from the sensor. These angular scans can be
used to detect the unknown location of the marine mine.
In such low frequency application, the entire objects behave similarly to a magnetic dipole like
a spheroidal conducting object. The differences between the induced voltages due to various
conducting objects are their shapes and orientations.

5.1.

Results for Spherical Mine Detection

Our results refer to the measurements carried out above the mine’s location. In practice, it is
not a hurdle to position the transmitting coil above the mine because the common concentric
sensors receive the maximum secondary magnetic field exactly at top of the mine. Afterwards
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we can apply our proposed scheme to find the depth of the mine. It is a presumption in different
schemes that the measurements are carried out above the buried mines as given in references [12,
14, 15, and 38].
According to the equations (3.14) and (3.17), it is worth noting that the normalized induced
voltage in Fig. 5.1 has a trivial sensitivity to the size of common marine mines and is appropriate
for common metallic spherical mines. After finding the depth of the marine mine by the
equations (3.14) and (3.17), the absolute induced voltage could provide additional data on the
approximate size of the marine mine. Owing to the conductivity of sea water that perturbs the
induced currents, higher operating frequencies can amplify the CCR, similarly, through higher
distances from the sensor, CCR can substantially exceed ECR.
Fig. 5.1 is also depicting that the maximum ECR is obtained when the marine mine is on the
symmetry axis of the transmitting coil. On the other hand, the CCR has a zero value on this axis
and its maximum occurs at 90 o from the symmetry axis. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, the similarity
between the far-field approximations of scattered fields of a conducting spheroidal object and a
spherical one demonstrates that applying this methodology for different orientations of a
spheroidal mine will lead to obtaining results for a conducting spheroidal mine analogous to Fig.
5.1. Thus, in order to customize Fig. 5.1 for a prolate spheroidal object and then utilize it to make
a better depth detection, it is merely necessary to investigate the influences of axes aspect ratio,
depth and orientation of a conducting spheroidal mine on the induced voltage in the receiving
coil relative to a spherical one.
It is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the normalized graph is sensitive to the depth of the
mine. In general, for lower depth, we have access to the stronger secondary magnetic field and
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this leads to an accurate normalized graph versus the angle θ T . However, for higher depths the
absolute value of induced voltage is relatively weak and makes the detection of mine’s depth a
more challenging task.
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Figure 5‐1: Angular scan of normalized induced voltage for a spherical conducting marine mine at different depths

5.2.

Enhanced Spheroidal Mine Depth Detection

In the following comparison, we assume a conducting spheroidal mine with a major axis equal
to the sphere diameter, while the only variable factor is the minor axis of spheroid varying
according to its corresponding sphere. Fig. 5.2 depicts how the depth of the buried conducting
spheroid shown in Fig. 4.4 with the axes aspect ratio of 0.6 can affect the total induced voltage in
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the receiving coil relative to its corresponding sphere at any specific angle. Between the scanning
angles of 0 to 40 degrees, all the curves nearly overlay, which indicates that the ECR due to the
radial component of incident magnetic field has more influential impact on the total induced
voltage than the other factors. By decreasing the depth of the buried conducting spheroid, one
can find that its total induced voltage increasing rate against the scanning angle increment is
higher than that of the corresponding spherical one. It shows that such vertical configuration for
a conducting spheroidal mine buried in lower depth has a more sensitive Current-Channeling
response relative to the corresponding one at higher depth. In fact the effect of CCR as applied to
the conducting environment can significantly affect the detection range. The absolute value of
CCR can dominate the ECR at a higher depth as it has a decay rate proportional to 1 / d 4 , while
the ECR has a decay rate proportional to1 / d 6 .
It is worth mentioning that when the responses of the conducting spheroids are compared to
that of the enclosing spheres, the relative response is always less than 1 as the fundamental
consequence of these comparisons. The best interpretation of this behavior is that in the low
frequencies applied to the marine mine detection, both spheres and spheroids respond as
magnetic dipoles, hence spheres with larger volumes have more effective induced response
compared with their corresponding spheroids.
By our method if one does the angular scanning exactly above the buried object, it will be
found a monotonically increasing or decreasing curve versus θ T , otherwise the normalized graph
is not monotonic and has a maximum or minimum point at least at a specific θ T . Suppose that the
center of the transmitting coil has been deviated by 300 from the object buried at the depth of
0.85 m. Therefore the coil should be relocated approximately 50 cm to be positioned above the
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mine. If our method is applied to this case, by scanning the θ T from 00 to 300 one has an
increasing curve and then by increasing the θ T from 300 to 900 it would be found a decreasing
curve. The maximum point in the measured data shows that how far the transmitting coil has
been deviated from the buried object. For the depth higher than 1 meter we have the same
scenario but there would be a minimum point instead of the maximum point for detecting the
deviation angle.
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Figure 5‐2: Angular scan of the total induced voltage for a conducting spheroid relative to its corresponding sphere with the
axes aspect ratio of 0.6 at different depths for the configuration depicted in Figure 4.4

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the results for the two common deploying configurations of
spheroidal mines depicted in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. The patterns are observed in Fig.
5.3 and Fig. 5.4 through the increase on the scanning angle from θ 0 = 40 0 . They can be
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associated with the angles in which the CCR exceeds the ECR level and this demonstrates that
CCR can enhance the discrimination capability in greater depth as well as the ECR does in the
lower depth. What is more significant in Fig. 4.6 in comparison to the first two modes is the
efficient orientation of the major axis which leads to the higher induced voltage regarding the
other configurations. As shown in Fig. 4.6, both radial and zenith components of incident
magnetic fields excite the long axis of the spheroid, thus the receiving coil is being excited
through a larger part of the spheroid. The effectiveness of CCR is more apparent in Fig. 5.4 in
relation to the other modes, because the electrical incident field is parallel to the long axis, thus
the induced electrical current is provided with the longest path for flowing through the
conducting spheroid.
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Figure 5‐3: Angular scan of the total induced voltage for a conducting spheroid relative to its corresponding sphere with the
axes aspect ratio of 0.6 at different depths for the configuration depicted in Figure 4.5
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To determine the unknown depth of the buried object, the effects of both CCR and ECR are
taken into account simultaneously in our scheme. This approach leads to a considerable
enhancement up to about 2m in detection range while the other schemes presented in [25, 41]
rely on each of ECR and CCR separately.
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Figure 5‐4: Angular scan of the total induced voltage for a conducting spheroid relative to its corresponding sphere with the
axes aspect ratio of 0.6 at different depths for the configuration depicted in Figure 4.6

Fig. 5.5 shows how the axes aspect ratio of the conducting spheroid depicted in the Fig. 4.4 can
affect the induced response in the receiving coil relative to the corresponding sphere at the depth
of d 0 = 0.9m . By decreasing the aspect ratio b a towards zero, it is found that the relative
response tends towards zero too. In fact the spheroid stretches into a long thin rod while the
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aspect ratio b a tends to zero and consequently the effective surface of the conducting spheroid
acting as the scatterer decreases. The spheroid with an axes aspect ratio of b a = 0.99 has the
most similar response to its corresponding sphere.
dt=0.9m
1
b/a=0.20
b/a=0.40
b/a=0.60
b/a=0.80
b/a=0.99
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Figure 5‐5: Angular scan of the total induced voltage for a conducting spheroid buried vertically relative to its corresponding
sphere with different axes aspect ratio for the depth dt=0.9m

5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we initially showed that how accurately the normalized total induced voltage in
the receiving coil can be applied for the detection of spherical marine mine’s depth. Our method
could gain competence in a wide range of mine geometries because of using three different
orientations of spheroidal mines. The results prove that the angular scanning of transiting coil
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brings about a reliable approach to detect the depth of spheroidal marine mines. On the other
hand the aspects ratio of axes in the spheroidal conducting mines revealed that this factor has
much more effect on the total induced voltage rather than the deviation angle in the transmitting
coil.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work
6.1.

Conclusion

We have presented a novel scheme which is able to determine the location and depth of a
metallic mine embedded in a conducting medium on the foundation of Eddy-Current and
Current-Channeling responses which can be measured with both separate and concentric
transmitting and receiving coils for spherical and spheroidal conducting marine mines,
respectively. This technique is based on the uniqueness of the normalized induced voltages
measured at different depths through scanning the angle of which the transmitter symmetry axis
is displaced from the marine mine. The previous researchers presented the induced voltage in the
receiving coil merely due to the radial component of the incident magnetic fields. They also
have simplified the problem by ignoring the effect of H θi . Our results showed that this
component has a considerable effect on the total induced voltage especially in the case of CCR.
In addition, we have also expanded a new model for the separate transmitting and receiving coil
measurement.
Using some modifications in the normalized graphs through considering the influences of
depth, orientation and axes aspect ratio of the spheroid as the fundamental factors, the
customized graphs obtained for the conducting spheroidal mines are applicable to variable-depth
mine detection as efficiently as spherical mines. We have also taken into account all of the
incident electric and magnetic fields simultaneously in order to compute the total induced
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voltage for any arbitrary angles by which the symmetry axis of the coil is displaced from the
conducting spheroidal object. It is found that, in addition to the higher depth which strengthens
the magnitude of CCR with respect to the ECR, increasing the scanning angle of the symmetry
axis of the coil produces similar results. Furthermore, it is also found that the maximum
detection depth in the conducting medium, like coastal seawater or marine environment, can be
reached up to about 2m . It is worth mentioning that detectable input voltage level for a modern
low-noise amplifier is about 2 × 10 −9 volts while the magnetic flux of the transmitting coil is
adjusted by the electrical current flowed through the loops of wire [12].

6.2.

Future Work

The effect of realistic noise can mask any attempt to discriminate one signal from another.
Assuming classification turns out to be practical for the noiseless case, the simulation should be
repeated for the same cases with typical noise in the environment. In this project, we assumed the
effects of noise due to the background medium can be neglected. The effect of typical noise will
be explored in the future work.
In the next step for our future work, there are some areas of working that can improve our
method. In fact in all the results of chapter 5 and analytical solutions of chapter 4 we have
supposed that the background medium in which object has been immersed, is homogeneous and
lossless and we have the assumption of having a skin depth higher than the target size; i.e., the
frequency is low enough or the object has small dimensions. Therefore, the first step is to
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consider the effect of lossy medium in our analytical solution and find the exact answer for it.
Meanwhile numerical methods can help us in solving such problems.
The assumption of zero displacement current or –iωεE = 0 in analytical solution is not always
valid, because if we can’t access to a considerable loss tangent, then the displacement current
becomes an effective factor in our solution. We can check this effect in analytical solution, too.
Another point that is valuable to be mentioned is that the boundary between the free space and
host medium has been supposed to be smooth, but in reality the roughness is a factor that can act
like the clutter in EMIS method. To the best of my knowledge, small-perturbation method (SPM)
for rough surface scattering has been derived, recently [46]. The main idea of this work is to pose
a geometrical spatial sample as one of the surface particle, and then by extending it as a periodic
function for all points of the surface we can access to the behavior of all surfaces. The analytical
solution has been found for this problem [46].
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Appendix A
In this part, there is a brief discussion only about the prolate spheroidal coordinates which is a
spheroid generated by rotating an ellipse about its longer axis. You can consider a prolate
spheroid centered at the origin with the z axis along its major axis. Assume the two foci are at
z = ± D and the lengths of the semi major and semi minor axes are a and b , respectively

with (a > b ) . Then D = a 2 −b 2 and the prolate spheroidal coordinates are expressed by [25]:

x = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ cos φ

(A.1)

y = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ sin φ

(A.2)

z = Dξ cos ϑ

(A.3)

where 1 ≤ ξ < ∞ , 0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π , and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π . Evidently, ξ plays the role of the “radial”
coordinate, ϑ is the spheroidal colatitudes angle, and φ is the azimuthal angle. The spheroidal
coordinate ϑ is similar to the spherical colatitudes angle θ , and in the limit as ξ → ∞ tends
toward θ . You can consider that setting ξ = ξ 0 = cons defines the surface of a spheroid;
therefore the two parameters D and ξ 0 define its shape uniquely and are related to the parameters

a and b by:
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a = Dξ 0

b = D ξ0 − 1
2

(A.4)

In fact, the elasticity of the prolate spheroid is defined by e = 1 − b 2 a 2 = D a = 1 ξ 0 ,
where 0 ≤ e p 1 . Thus, e = 0 implies a sphere and e → 1 , the spheroid stretches into a long thin
rod. In the limit as the separation of the foci of the spheroid goes to zero (D → 0) , the spheroid
becomes a sphere and the prolate coordinates reduce to spherical ones. Clearly, as D → 0 , then

ξ → ∞ in such a way that Dξ → r . Also in this limit, Dξ 0 → a , where a is the radius of the
limiting sphere, and ϑ → θ .
And the same of other coordinates the gradient of the function ψ (ξ ,ϑ , φ )

in spheroidal

coordinates is given by:

∧

∇ψ = ξ

1 ∂ψ ∧ 1 ∂ψ ∧ 1 ∂ψ
+ϑ
+φ
hξ ∂ξ
hϑ ∂ϑ
hφ ∂φ

(A.5)

where h shows metric scale factor. This scale factor changes for any of the unit vector such as
mentioned below [25]:

hξ = D

ξ 2 − cos 2 ϑ
ξ −1
2

,

hϑ = D

ξ 2 − cos 2 ϑ
sin ϑ

and

hφ = D ξ 2 − 1 sin ϑ

∧

∧

∧

(A.6)

∧

As D → 0 , one can show that hξ → D , hϑ → r , hφ → r sin θ , ξ → r , and ϑ → θ , as expected
like the spherical coordinates. The main point should be considered here is that for the oblate
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spheroidal coordinates the relations obtained by replacing D by jD , ξ by jξ , and ξ 0 by jξ0 ,
where now D ≡ b 2 − a 2 and ξ 0 = a
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Appendix B
Here it has listed a number of properties of Legendre functions. P10 (ξ ) and P11 (ξ ) are Legendre
function of the first kind and Q10 (ξ ) and Q11 (ξ ) are Legendre functions of the second kind.
P10 (ξ ) = ξ
P11 (ξ ) = ξ 2 − 1

The second kind Legendre functions, Q10 (ξ ) and Q11 (ξ )

(B.1)
(B.2)

can be expressed in terms of

elementary functions as follows:
⎛ ξ +1⎞
1
Q10 (ξ ) = ξ ln⎜⎜
⎟⎟ − 1
2
⎝ ξ −1⎠

(B.3)

⎡ ξ
1 ⎛ ξ + 1 ⎞⎤
⎟⎟⎥
− ln⎜⎜
Q11 (ξ ) = ξ 2 − 1 ⎢ 2
⎣ ξ − 1 2 ⎝ ξ − 1 ⎠⎦

(B.4)

The derivatives of these functions with respect to ξ are

′
P10 (ξ ) = 1

(B.5)

ξ

(B.6)

′
P11 (ξ ) =

ξ 2 −1

′
1 ⎛ ξ +1⎞
ξ
Q10 (ξ ) = ln⎜⎜
⎟⎟ − 2
2 ⎝ ξ −1⎠ ξ −1
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′
Q11 (ξ ) =

⎡
⎛ ξ + 1 ⎞⎤
1
1
⎟⎟⎥
1− 2
− ξ ln⎜⎜
⎢
ξ 2 −1 ⎣ ξ −1 2
⎝ ξ − 1 ⎠⎦
1

(B.8)
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